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The University of Dayton

News Release
Nov. 5, 1992
Contact: Teri Rizvi

NO WONDER THE VP PUT AN "E" IN POTATO:
CORPORATE SPELLING BEE TESTS YOUR THRESHOLD (ONE H)
DAYTON, Ohio -- The image most of us foster of the American spelling bee tradition
is of precocious children on a stage rattling off wile-long words

wit~!

confident precis1on.

But picture a corporate CEO in a three-piece suit fumbling in his memory for the word
"zucchini."
The annual Scripps Howard Spelling Bee for Literacy Nov. 13 at the Westin Hotel in
Cincinnati puts managers in the spotlight to raise money for area literacy groups.
Competing in the annual corporate spelling bee probably won't help managers write
better business correspondence. Unless they forget to use the computer's spell-check function
and routinely throw in confounding words like "polydactyly," which the dictionary defines as
"having more than the normal number of fingers and toes" or "cabochon," a precious stone.
Those are just two of the troublesome words that have tripped up managers in past
bees, says Alex Cameron, an English professor at the University of Dayton who will toss
tongue-twisting words at contestants. "When you go back to the office and say you lost, you
want to be able to mention a word that nobody has ever heard of. You want to lose on an
exotic word," notes Cameron, who's also served as the official pronouncer for the national
spelling bee for children since 1980.
~Until contemporary times, both adults and children competed in spelling bees --

particularly in rural communities. "With a Bible and a dictionary around, some people got to
be formidable," Cameron says. "There's a long tradition in this country of the bee as a
lower-class and middle-class folk ritual, all tied up with the common man gaining mastery
over language."
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Are today's youth or adults better spellers? "The adults go down quicker," he says.
"We presume they don't take their lunch hours and cram. And it's an easier competition.
Companies compete in teams of three, so you can share the responsibility and dissipate the
guilt."

When the country's vice president causes a national uproar by sticking an "e" on the
end of potato, perhaps it's time to re-institute annual spelling bees for all ages. "There's a
real value in the bee. With so many newer dictionaries and grammar books becoming so
permissive, a bee

off~rs

everyone an opportunity to reaffirm the basic appeal of order and

correctness," Cameron says.
This year's Scripps Howard Spelling Bee for Literacy has drawn a record 120
participants, of which 80 percent are managers, including two CEOs. The $20,000 in
proceeds from the event benefit the Literacy Network of Cincinnati and its member agencies.
-30For interviews, contact Alex Cameron at (513) 229-3045 or 434-8934 or Terri Ruggerie of
Scripps Howard at (513) 977-3928. The event begins at 9 a.m. and is expected to end around
mid-afternoon.

